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Abstract. General results are provided on bounding the number of different

prime factors of the order of finite groups in terms of the number for the order

of elements.

This paper is concerned mainly with the following general question:

What can be said about the structure of a finite group G if some information

is known about the arithmetical structure of the orders of elements of G ?

1

To formulate our results, we first introduce some natural notation.

Let « be a positive integer and

n = p?p? ■■■plk       (a, >l,Pi¿ pj for i ¿ j)

the prime-factor-decomposition of n . We now put

a(n) = k,        co(n) = max{a,-: / = 1, 2, ... , k}.

We also define

a(l) = co(l) = 0.

If G is a finite group, we write

p(G) = a(\G\),

a(G) = max{a(o(x)) : x e G} ,

co(G) = max{co(o(x)) : x e G}.

We know from Higman [8] that if G is a finite solvable group with a(G) =

1, then p(G) < 2. M. Suzuki [13] and R. Brandi [1] determined the finite
nonsolvable groups with a(G) = 1. In this paper we will give some upper

bounds on p(G) in terms of a(G) and pose some unsolved problems.
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2

We now state our main results.

Theorem 1. If G is a finite solvable group, then

p(G)<a(G)(a(G) + 3)/2.

Remark. Comparing this result with the famous conjecture of Huppert on char-

acter degrees, the reader may ask whether or not p(G) is bounded by 2a(G).

This is not true, since we have an example G (see the example at the end of

this paper) for which the bound is realized. However, it is plausible that a linear

bound may also work.

Theorem 2. Let G bean arbitrary finite group ; then

p(G) < 16a(G)i(a(G) + 3) exp(a(G)).

Remark. Theorem 2 offers an affirmative answer to a problem posed in [12].

Theorem 1 together with Hall-Higman's results on p-length [7] yields the

following

Corollary 3. If G is a finite solvable group, then the nilpotent length F¡(G) <

4(n + l)mC"+3)/2 - 1, where n = co(G) and m = a(G).

We note here that F¡(G) cannot be bounded by any function of a(G) since

for any n there is a finite group G of order 2a3* with F¡(G) >n .

Now we are going to prove Theorem 1.

3

Proof of Theorem I. Let f(n) be a function defined over the set of all positive

integers such that f(n) = n(n + 3)/2. It is easy to see that a(G) > a(G/N)

and a(G) > a(M) for any subgroup M and any normal subgroup TV of C If
the theorem is not true, let G be a counterexample of minimal possible order.

So a(G) is at least 2 by [8].
We claim that any chief-factor of G is isomorphic to a Sylow subgroup

of G. Suppose that 1 = Nq < Nx < ■ ■■ < Nm = G is a chain of normal

subgroups of G such that Nj/N¡_x is a minimal normal subgroup of G/Nj_x

for i = 1,2, ... , m. Then /V./TV,.. is a /^-subgroup for some prime p,. We

need only to prove that p¡ / p¡ for any i ^ j . If this is not the case, let i be the

largest integer such that p¡ = p¡ for some j < i. If i = m , then pm is a prime

divisor of the order of Nm-X and therefore p(G) = p(Nm_x). The minimality

of G implies that p(Nm_x) < f(a(Nm_x)). Since a(Nm_x) < a(G), p(G) =

p(Nm^x) < f(a(Nm-X)) < f(a(G)), which is a contradiction. Therefore, i is

less than m . Let 77 be a Hall nx -subgroup of G, where nx is the set of p^s

with k > i. Then we have G = HN¡ with (\H\, \N¡\) = 1 . By the choice of
i, Pi is a divisor of the order of 7V,_i and thus p(G) = p(HN,_x). Now a

contradiction as in the case i = m can be obtained. Hence p¡ ^ p¡ for i ^ j ,

as claimed.
Let P¡ be a Sylow /?,-subgroup of G for each i such that {Px, P2, ... , Pm}

is a Sylow system of G. Thus P.T*. = PjP¡ for any i, j. Clearly Pm is of
order pm . Let n be the set of those primes p¡ such that p¡ does not divide

the order of Cc(Pm), and let K be a Fm-invariant Hall 7r-subgroup of G.

Then CK(Pm) = 1 . Now by the well-known theorem of J. G. Thompson, K is
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nilpotent and thus p(K) = a(K) < a(G). The minimality of G implies that

p(CG(Pm)/Pm) < f(a(CG(Pm)/Pm)). Since a(CG(Pm)/Pm) < a(CG(Pm)) - 1 <
a(G) - 1, it follows that p(G) = p(K) + 1 + p(CG(Pm)/Pm) < 1 + a(G) +
f(a(G)-l) = l+a(G) + (a(G)-l)(a(G) + 2)/2 = a(G)(a(G) + 3)/2 = f(a(G)),
which is contradictory to the assumption on G. The contradiction proves the
theorem.

4

In order to prove Theorem 2 we need to prove several lemmas.

Lemma 4. Let An   (n > 5) be the alternating group of degree n ; then p(A„) <

l2exv(a(An)).

Proof. Let p¡ be the z'th prime number. By Betrand's postulate, /?, is less

than 2' for i > 2. Let m be the integer such that 2m < n + 1 < 2m+1. Since

p2x+P2 + ---+Pm-i =22 + 3+p3 + ---+pm-X < l+2+22H-r-2m-' =2m-l <«,

An has an element of order p\p2 ■ -Pm-i ■ Thus a(An) > m - 1. By a well-

known theorem in number theory, «/(81ogn) < p(An) < 12«/log« . Now

a(An) > m- 1 > log2(« + 1) - 2 > log« - 2, p(An)

< 12n/log« < 12 exp(a(An) + 2)/(a(An) + 2).

It is easy to verify that p(An) < l2exp(a(An)) for « < 124 (In fact, p(A„) < 30

if « < 124.) If « > 124, then m > 7 and a(An) > 6. Since e2 < 8 <
a(An) + 2, 12exp(a(An) + 2)/(a(A„) + 2) < l2exp(a(An)) and the lemma
follows.

Lemma 5. If G is a finite simple group of Lie type, then

p(G)<32a(G)exp(a(G)).

Proof. Suppose that G = Gm(q), where m is the Lie rank of G and q is
a power of the characteristic r of G. Let 0,(x) be the cyclotomic poly-

nomial whose roots are the z'th primitive roots of unity. Then there exist
nonnegative integers f(m),g(m), and k(m, i) depending on m and/or i

such that |C/| = qKm) \~[i<g(m) <J>i(q)k{m'i)/d , where d is an integer with d\m .

If k(m, i) t¿ 0, then we know from Broué [2] that G has an abelian sub-

group of order &¡(q)ld' (d' = (d, *,-(?))) except for G = 2G2(q) ,2F4(q), or

2B2(q). For the exceptions, r = 2 or 3, q = r2n+x , and only for the integer

i which is divisible by 2r we have <J>¡(q) — ̂ 2i(^/q) = nxn2, where «■ and

«2 are both integers and polynomials of ^fq with coefficients in Z[^/r], and

G also has abelian subgroups of order nx and n2 respectively. Thus we have

in any case that a(«-P,(<7)) < 2a(G). Accordingly, p(G) < 1 -I- 2g(m)a(G).
Therefore, p(G) < 1 + 60a(G) if g(m) < 30. If g(m) > 30, then G =
Am(q), 2Am(q), Bm(q), Cm(q), Dm(q), or 2Dm(q). Now the Weyl group of G

contains as a section the symmetric group Sf¡ of degree h with h = [(m+l)/2],

the integer part of (m+ l)/2 . Then we see that g(m) <2m + 2 and h > m/2.

By the proof of Lemma 4 we have that 1 + h < 4exp(a(Sh)) < 4exp(a(G)).

Thus p(G) < 1 + 2g(m)a(G) < I + 4(m + l)a(G) < 1 + 4(2« + l)a(G) <
8(/z + l)a(G) < 32a(G)exp(a(G)) and the lemma follows.

Lemma 6. If G is a sporadic simple group, then p(G) < 15.
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Proof. This is easily seen to be true by checking the orders of sporadic simple

groups [4].

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that the theorem is not

true and let G be a counterexample of minimal possible order. We set So (07) =
1 and define SX(G) to be the subgroup generated by the Fitting subgroup

F(G) and all minimal normal subgroups of G. Define Sk(G) inductively by

Sk(G)/Sk-X(G) = SX(G/Sk-X(G)) for k > 2. Thus SX(G) = Nx x N2 x ••• x
N, x F(G), where 7V,'s are nonabelian simple subgroups. Let m be the smallest

number such that Sm(G) = G; then Sm-X(G) is a proper subgroup of G. We

see now that Sk(G)/Sk-X(G) = Bk x Fk, where Fk is nilpotent and Bk is a
direct product of nonabelian simple groups.

If Bk is nontrivial, then we claim that there is a prime factor pk such

that pk divides the order of Bk and is prime to \Sk^x(G)\\G/Sk(G)\. Set

G = G/Sk_x(G). If the claim is not true, then for any prime divisor q of

the order of Bk either q | \Sk_x(G)\ or q | \G/Sk(G)\. Let R be a Sylow
2-subgroup of Sk(G) ; then NG(R)Sk(G) = G by_the Frattini argument. Set

T = NG(R)Sk_x(G). Clearly, Fk is contained in T while Bk is not. Thus T
is a proper subgroup of G with p(G) = p(T). By the minimality of G, p(G) =

p(T) < l6a(T)\a(T) + 3) exp(a(F)) < l6a(G)\a(G) + 3) exp(a(G)), which is
a contradiction. The contradiction proves that the claim holds.

Let Qk be a Sylow subgroup of Fk then Qk is normal in G_by thenilpotence

of Fk. If Qk is not contained in the Frattini subgroup 0>(G) of G, then we

claim that Qk is a minimal normal subgroup of G and is isomorphic to a

Sylow subgroup of G. Let A be a maximal subgroup of G such that Sk_x(G)

is contained in A and Qk is not contained in A then G = AQk. Hence

~AQk = G. If (\Qk~\, \A\) ¿ l._then p(G) = p(A), which is impossible by
our assumption on G. Thus (\Qk\, \A\) = 1 and it follows at once from the

maximality of A that Qk is minimal normal in G and the claim hold^

Now from the claim we see that Fk = Hk x &k, where Q>k = i>(C7) and

Hk is a Hall subgroup of G such that \Hk\ = \Hk\ and Hk is the product

of some minimal normal subgroups of G which are also Sylow subgroups of

G. Since any prime divisors of |<Pfc| divide also the order of G/^k , p(G) <

Y,k<m(P(BA) + P(fh)) ■ If Bk is nontrivial, then it is a direct product of non-

abelian simple groups, so Bk = Mx x M2 x • • • x Ms xD, where D is a normal sub-

group making no contributions to p(Bk), i.e., p(Bk) = p(Bk/D) and A/,'s are
nonabelian simple groups such that there exists a prime divisor q¡ of \M,\ for

each i with (q¡, \Mj\) = 1 for j ^ i. It is then obvious that s < a(Bk). Thus

by Lemmas 4, 5, and 6, p(Bk) < 32a(_Bk)2 exp(a(Bk)). It follows that p(Bk) +

p(Hk) < 32a(Bk)2exp(a(Bk)) + a(Hk) < 32(a(Bk)2 + a(Hk)2) exp(a(G)) <
32a(G)2exp(a(G1)) and thus p(G) < 32ma(G)2 exp(a(G)). If Bk is nontrivial,

then, as shown in the second paragraph of this proof, there is a prime divisor

pk of \Bk\ suchthat (pk,\Sk_x(G)\\G/Sk(G)\) = 1. So (p*, |<D(G)|) = I.
By the property of 77^ we see that pk is prime to \Fk\. Let Pk be a Sylow
/^-subgroup of G if Bk is nontrivial and be trivial if Bk is trivial. Then

Pk = F\. Set N = PkHkSk_x(G) then, noticing that (\Hk\, \Sk-X(G)\) = 1, we

have N/Sk-^G) = CN/Sk_i{G)(Hk) = CN(Hk)Sk_x(G)/Sk^x(G). Hence we may
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assume without loss of generality that PkHk = Pk x Hk for any k . Since Hk

is normal in G for any k, by Frattini argument for (7/77» and PXHX/HX we

may assume that Pi 77» is 7\ ^it -invariant for any k . Apply our argument to
NG(PXHX) and repeat the same procedure, we may also assume that P,77, is
P, 77,-invariant for any i < j < m . We set now E = (P,■■, 77,■: i = 1,2,... , m)

and by Theorem 1, p(E) < a(E)(a(E) + 3)/2 < a(G)(a(G) + 3)/2. Since
clearly m < p(E), we have p(G) < 16a(G)3(a(G) + 3) exp(a(G)), which is
again contradictory to the assumption on G. We are done.

5

Example. Let GF(134) be as usual the Galois field of 134 elements. Let V
be the additive group of GF(134) and N a subgroup of the multiplicative

group of GF(134). Then JV acts on V naturally and the extension V : N is
a Frobenius group with kernel V. Suppose that .¡V is of order 35, and let a
be an involution of the Galois group of GF(134). Now N = (x) x (y) and

xa = x~x and ya = y, where x is of order 5 and y is of order 7. Of course

(a) also acts on V in the usual way. Let IF be a cyclic subgroup of order

29; then N: (a) acts on IF in the following way: wx = w, wa = w~x, and

wy = w16, where (w) = W. Finally we set G = (V x W): (N: (a)) then

p(G) = 5 and a(G) = 2. So p(G) = a(G)(a(G) + 3)/2 .

6

We conclude by making two remarks.

(a) We see that for arbitrary finite groups G, p(G) > a(G). What can

we say about G if p(G) = a(G) ? Evidently, if G is finite nilpotent, then

p(G) = a(G). But it is easy to see that any finite group can be embedded into a

finite group G with p(G) = a(G). So the condition p(G) = a(G) does little to

restrict the structure of G. But one can prove by [14] without any difficulties

that the finite nonabelian group G with p(G) = a(G) is not simple.

(b) Let G be a finite group with trivial center. We define

ß(G) = max{a(|G/Cc(jc)|): x e G}.

It is also an interesting question to find a function g(«) of integers « such

that p(G) < g(ß(G)). B. Huppert conjectured that p(G) < 2ß(G) for any

finite solvable groups G. Recently, Ferguson [5] proved that p(G) < 4ß(G) + 6

if G is finite solvable.
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